What is Precision Medicine?

Why personalized treatment is essential?

Precision medicine is an evolving approach to effective
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Cancers can also run in families,
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Main aim and mantra of personalized medicine:
«The right dose of the right drug, for the right patient, at
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Who we are?
A team of multi-disciplinary experts known as «BESTforPM
Biomarker Evaluation and Supervision Team for Personalized Medicine» in the field of medical oncology, radiation
oncology, surgery, pathology, genetics, radiology, clinical
pharmacy, molecular imaging, cancer biology, bioinformatics and medical physics in the Imam Khomeini Hospital complex have established and launched this center.

Implementation of personalized medicine can alleviate
this ratio in Iran. Gladly the first personalized medicine

What can we do?

clinic have been established in Imam-Khomeini Hospital

we provide the genetic profiling of solid tumor samples

Complex of Tehran University of Medical Sciences by BE-

by sequencing hundreds of predefined genes for various

STforPM.

common cancers (for example 60 genes in breast cancer,
as defined below).

- All these tests are combined with validated double
checked IHC and cytogenetic tests to detect important
proteins as well. - The NGS results are analyzed and interpreted using the latest and advanced international
databases by expert bio-informaticians, geneticist, and
pathologists in order to assess the response to any specific chemotherapy, target therapy, molecular antibody
agents or imonotherpy.
- All of these information is linked and reviewed in a molecular tumor board in order to advise an approved targeted therapy with the most economical effective solutions.

Protocol
Detail:
CANCER
TYPE:
Solid
Tumor
SAMPLE
TYPE:
FFPE
RESULYS:
< 3 weeks

How does the protocol perform?

Ordering: Ordering a solution is very simple: Just log in to
the BEST for PM website and select your solution(s). Then

ordering
Who does it
work?

collecting
Processing
interpretation
Support

fill out our online form or contact us.
Collecting; we arrange to Collect the tumor sample(s) or
you can send it to us
Processing; Samples are received and checked by the logistics department and then processed by the Institute of
Pathology and Genetics (IPG). All management lab tests
(QC, NGS, IHC, etc.) are performed.
Interpretation; After interpretation by our experts, an interactive report will be available for you. You can present it

List of genes and proteins (panels of evaluation)

back at our molecular tumor board.

Support; Support is available at all times, for patients
through our Patient Care department and for oncologists
via our scientific team.
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The molecular tumor board (MTB) met weekly with date
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Who benefits? Currently, 5 service packages are
provided as follow:

Tehran, Iran

-Patient resistant to first line treatment

Web site: Best4pm.com

-Patient with neoplasm of unknown primary or Mixed his-

email: contact@best4pm.com

tology or Rare pathology

Thank you for your interest and support Precision Medi-

-Patient with Recurrence after Treatment or end stage

cine at BEST 4 PM center of Cancer Institute.

Tel:

Mobile: 09909526140

patients
- Patient with strong family history of cancer or with hered-

We are committed to providing complete and compre-

itary syndromes

hensive care for your patients.

Family member of patient with inherited cancer

To refer your patient, please use our patient referral form
or arrange through our website, or call us on 09909526140

How to find us:

To schedule a consultation with one of our expert com-

BESTforPM center located at : Room # 8, Sadaf Building

mittee member in any speciality, please call or send a

of the Cancer Institute. Imam Khomeini Hospital Complex,

message to 09909526140, or complete an online advice
form.

